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Purpose
Avis/Budget is an associate of Crawford and has a contract with our company which 
offers us rebate and exclusive deals. However, when traveling, many employees 
tend to use other companies for car rentals or do not make use of the deals. 
This is because they have not created an Avis account and are not using the Avis 
application. 

This is a guide on:
• Creating an Avis account (through Concur)
• Obtaining a Wizard Number
• Installing the Avis Application

The use and features of the Avis Application will be displayed in a second 
presentation. 

If you already have an Avis account and a Wizard #, skip ahead to step 22 for 
directions on installing and logging in on the application.

Have an account already?
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Step 1: Go on Branch Applications on 
AccessCrawford.com
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Click “Branch Applications” on the left hand sign of the page 



Step 2: Go on the Travel Portal (Travel Inc.)
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Click “Travel Portal” on the Branch Applications drop-down menu



Step 3: Click to access Concur
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Step 4: Enter Concur through 
the Travel Inc. hub
Log in to Concur



Step 5: You are now on Concur. 
Go into “Profile Settings”
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First, click “Profile”

Then click “Profile Settings”



Step 6: Go into “Frequent-Traveler Programs”
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First, click “Frequent-Traveler Programs”

Step 7: “Add a Program”
Click “Add a Program” option on top of the “Your Frequent Traveler” box



Step 8: Select the car icon
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Click the “Car icon” on the first row

A drop down menu will appear. Then, click “Avis”



Step 9: Click the Avis sign-up link
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Once you select Avis, this link will appear below the drop down menu. 
Click  “Enroll in Avis Preferred or Link your profile”

Step 10: Continue to create your 
Avis account
Click “Continue”



Step 12: Allow Avis’ access to 
your Concur account
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Avis will automatically pull and fill in information it obtained through Concur such as:
Country
First Name
Last Name
Email Address



Step 13: Turn of email offers, create 
password, and input address
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Step 14: “Save”
Scroll down and click “Save”



Step 15: Input personal credit 
card information
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NOTE: After a car rental is charged, you submit an expense report to 
Crawford for a reimbursement

Fill in fields and click “Save”

Step 16: Input license information

NOTE: Your phone number is 
automatically carried over 
from Concur 



Step 17: Decline all features.
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Note: The reason is Crawford already has fixed preferences 

All Protection and Coverage Preferences should automatically be declined. If not, 
select “Decline” on all of these features and then click “Save”

Step 18: Accept the Terms and Conditions
Select both agreement check marks, and click “Accept Terms”



Step 16: Input license information
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Note: These are your 
personal rewards. Select 
your own personal 
preferences for Reward 
Programs, and click “Save” 

Step 17: Decline all features.
You are given a Wizard #. It will also be sent to your email. Do not lose this number
This is what you will use to log in to the Avis application and use 



Step 21: Activate your account
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Once your receive the email, click “Activate Your Account”

You now have an activated Avis account 
and a working Wizard #!
The next step is to install the Avis application to your phone and signing in 
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Step 22: Find Avis on the App Store
Go on this link on your iPhone:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/avis-car-rental/id308342527?mt=8
It will redirect you to the application on the App Store

You can also go on the App Store and search “Avis”
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Step 23: Download Avis
Click on “Get” and install the application
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Step 24: Go on the application
Once Avis is installed, find it on your home screen and click on the application

By the way, if you have not yet downloaded our One Crawford 
App, this is a great chance. Get it on the App Store now!
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Step 25: Allow access to location
Allow Avis to access your location. You will be able to utilize many more features
Click “Only While Using the App”
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Step 26: Allow notifications
Click “Allow” on both badges that pop up
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Step 27: Sign In
Click “Sign In/Sign Up” on the first page
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Step 28: Sign In
1) Enter your Wizard # you received in Step 16
2) Enter the Password you created in Step 9
3) Click “Sign In”
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Congratulations! You now have an Avis 
account and have signed in on the Avis 
application. Next step: using the app!

Now, when picking up your car, you can go directly to your vehicle, unlock it with your phone, 
and drive off without waiting in line or talking to anyone! 

You will save a lot of time and can also make use of additional features such as:
Changing your car through your phone
Calling roadside assistance
Locating your car 
Electronic receipts
MORE!


